Lynda Pogue
A

ward-winning Canadian artist Lynda
Pogue fuses together vibrant
interplays of color and texture that result
in bold abstract paintings humming with
energy and light. Drawing on a diverse
background in teaching, consulting,
keynote speaking, and writing, painting
has become but one of the mediums
she uses to tell her stories and express
her particular slant on the world. There
is a powerful immediacy in her art that
is derived from working with encaustic
(wax) and water based media, bringing
both passion and a degree of freshness
to the overall effect.
In canvases replete with rich colors and
abstract forms, Pogue composes vistas of
pure expressionism, bold brushstrokes of
color that stir our deepest yearnings and
hint at the emotions that lie at our very
core. Her images are infused with light,
made all the more complex by the areas
of intense textures that grace the canvas.
Compositions are primarily abstract with
a hint of geometric form, combining a
sense of movement with elements of
solidity that are invigorating to the eyes
and yet soothing to the senses. Colors,
too, are bold and riveting, yet somehow
intermix to create a sense of harmony
and purpose.

Lynda in her studio Artwork: Days of Wine and Roses Triptych

In the end, Pogue strives to infuse her
own personal passion into her work,
exploring all the emotionality and energy
that exist in the world around us. Through
her art, she seeks to remind her viewers
of all that lies before them, just waiting
to be seen and experienced. This is best
explained in her own words: “When a
viewer stands before a piece of my work,
I want something visceral to happen to
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them . . . some kind of ‘Internal Wow.’ My
fervent desire is that my work gets seen
by many, many, people in my lifetime
and that the match between what they
know/appreciate about art and my work
leaves them wanting more.”
www.lyndapogue.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/
Lynda_Pogue.aspx
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